Hackbridge & Beddington Corner
Neighbourhood Development Group
hackbridgeandbc@gmail.com
www.hackbridgendg.com

MINUTES
21 March 2019
Attending:
Danielle Reid
Norman Jones
Peter Alfrey
Julia Armstrong (note)
Apologies:
Lysanne Horrox
1. The meeting agreed that we should capitalise on the interest sparked by
the Referendum, to encourage other people to get involved in the NDG. We
want to agree on priorities from amongst the Community Action Plan Projects,
and can encourage local residents to offer their preferences. Hopefully some
would then be interested in joining the NDG.
2. It was agreed that a Community Projects workshop should be held on
Saturday afternoon, 18 May. Danielle agreed to produce some publicity
artwork, which Peter would put on Facebook. Julia would contact David
Goymour with a view to holding the event at All Saints Church. Danielle would
check whether Bedzed Pavilion would be free in case the church is not
available (Post meeting note – David has confirmed that the church is
available for use).
3. Danielle has a friend with experience of facilitating meetings; she would ask
whether she would be interested in getting involved.
4. It was not known how much money the NDG currently held. Julia would
contact Helena to find out. This might constrain how/where we hold the 18
May event.
5. The meeting noted that last year the AGM was held in mid-March. Julia
would find out how long we could legally postpone the AGM, as it would be
ideal to hold it after the May 18 event (29 May is a possible date).
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6. Since there had been no updates on the Sutton Planning portal regarding
the applications at Wandle Trading Estate (Redrow) or Land North of Station,
Julia agreed to contact Dean James for an update (post meeting note – no
decisions have yet been made).
Other matters
7. There is a meeting to discuss the future of Culvers Lodge at 7pm on 3 April
at Bedzed Pavilion.
8. Sue Riddlestone is attending a meeting on Thursday 4th April at 4pm at
Denmark Road to discuss possible improvements to the land north of Bedzed
(the Ecology Park). If anyone would like to attend please let her know, she
has also offered to speak with anyone in advance of the meeting.
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